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Title word cross-reference

#35 [Rog09a]. #37 [Rog09b]. #52 [Bri09a]. #54 [Bri09b]. #56 [Och09].
#95 [Och12].

$24.95 [Ano99a]. 3 [Ano01g, Wen02]. $34.95 [Ano00a, Ano00b]. $39.95
[Ano97a]. $39.99 [Kuc06]. 4 [DO16]. $49.99 [Fox08]. $95.00 [Aji17]. N
[PHT17].

*BSD [Den99].

- [Ano01b, DGBH93, LHCH93, Zic01, ZKCS91]. -Compiler
PKP02, PKP05, PKP05]. -D [DO16, Wen02]. -electron [PHT17].
-programming [KORP95]. -v3 [Car04].

/ [ACM89, And03, Bao93, IEE89, IEE90, IEE92b, IEE92c, IEE92d, IEE94b,
Whe03]. /GNOME [Wri00]. /Should [HR11].

0 [Fox08]. 0-13-234971-X [Fox08]. '00s [Zad02].

1 [Kuc06]. 1-4 [Ano06]. 1-59059-503-3 [Kuc06]. 1.0 [Weh03]. 1.1 [Ano01a]. 10 [Uni77]. 10.0 [Bau06b]. 10x [Ano04b]. 11 [Dig80a, Dig80b, PH82]. 11th [ACM93a, ACM94, Kap92]. 12th [Bun94]. 166MHz [Ano96c]. 1UAXe [Ano00i].


3 [Ahm08b, Kuc06, Wes00]. 3-D [Wes00]. 3.0 [GHL+05, MS00, Váz16]. 3.1 [Bau06a, HHV05]. 3.8 [EaoGOBHW14]. 32 [TG99]. 33rd [ACM95]. 390 [Pen03]. 3D [DDJ99].

4 [G+06]. 4.0 [Rob11]. 4th [EKR91, HDR04, PT91, USE00a].

5 [Ano97d, Bra97, Kro00]. 5-8 [ACM93a]. 500 [Pra03]. 56th [Bon93]. 5th [AK95, USE01a].

6 [Ano04b]. 6.0 [Ano01a, Gra99]. 64-bit [Ano00g, GHL+04, Jae03]. 6th [Lio96].

7 [Kro99a]. 746 [Sta78a]. 7th [Yuk94].

8 [Ano03d]. 852 [GB06]. 87 [BSK87]. 871 [SC08]. 88 [SMNF88].

9 [Ano95f, Ano95g, Sta12]. 90 [Mio90, Ano96d, Ano97d, Bra97]. 91 [PT91]. 92 [Ano94a, IEE92d, VW92, Vor92]. 92-07 [VW92]. 92-19 [AY93]. 93 [ACM93a, ACM93b, Ano94a, Bao93, Bon93, Lei93a, SS93]. 94 [BGG+94]. 95 [AK95, IEE95b, Lev95a, Bro03, FK99, Smy97, VGD+97]. 97 [Laz98]. 978-1-4422-4992-9 [Aji17]. 99 [PKP05]. 9X [BG95, KTP95].

Accessing [Tan11b]. Accidental [Ray99b, Ray99c, Ray01].
Achieving [SZAB98]. Accurate [SC16]. Accomplishments [Coc01a].
Announcements [Ano96d, Ano01a]. Annual
[ACM93b, ACM94, ACM95, Ano87, Ano88b, Den99, IEE92c, IEE95b, MS91, USE99, USE00a, USE01a, USE01b, USE02b, USE02c, ACM93a, Ano94b, Bon93, IE995b, Je08, USE98a]. abnormaly [HC07]. Anonymity [CGK+02, CSD+05]. Anonymous [CdR99]. Anpassen [Gun02]. ANSI [PKP02, PKP05, PKP05]. answers [Phi12]. Ant [HL02, ZK05]. Antarctica [An99]. Anti [Ano00j, Mau05]. Anti-spam [Mau05]. Anti-Virus [Ano00j]. Antiquity [Jes03a]. Antonio [IEE92c, IEE94b]. Anup [GAS+01]. Anwenderhandbuch [Ano01c, Ron05a, Ano01c, Ron01a, Ron01b]. Anwendung [PKP02, PKP05]. Aonix [Kro99b, Kro99a]. Apache [CJ17, DGC+07, Fie99, LW03, MFH02, Sai01, Ude97]. API [Ano00h]. Aplio [Ano00i]. App [DDJ99]. Appearance [LR11]. Appgen [Ano00j]. applet [GM02]. Application [AJ05, Ano00c, Ano01f, Ano01g, CWB+04, GB00, HMP+15, VGdlP01, ACW04, AHG94, EKR91, Fri97, HM10, Jon05a, Thi99]. Applications [Ano00d, Ano00j, Ano00k, Ano02, BK91, CKB+04, PK10, She01, ACM94, APK14, BSW95, BSW+14, Cha11, DP09, Hen92, Hin87, LS04, McL92, Pet05, Sai13, Yad07, Ye05, TDBEE11]. Applied [Ano01a, DGBH93]. Applikationen [GGK99]. Applix [Kmu99b]. Applixware [GGK99]. Apprentice [RW87, Wat87, Wat85]. Approach [DKMT11, MH07, Mud97]. Approaches [Egy01]. Approval [CWB+04]. approximation [MSB09]. Apress [Kuc06]. April [IEE92d, Uni01, Yuk94]. Arbeiten [GGK99, Ste00a]. ARC [SPAW17]. architectural [BLG+17]. Architecture [BE06, Hub03, KORP95, LHCH93, Lat03, SJV+05, ACB+16, CLL05]. Architectures [Val93, BSW95, CSP09, QR92]. Archive [EKJ+03]. Archiving [Ano01f]. Arden [LHCH93]. ARDI [Ano96c]. area [BVT06, LLS11]. Aren't [BHP+01]. Aristotle [HLL95, SMS16]. Arithmetic [Cse99, GSR+04, LZ16, Abb12, Fär05]. Arizona [IEE05]. ARM [Jor04, Kuk98, DVC+07, Jor04, TTB09]. ARM-based [Jor04]. ARM-basierender [Jor04]. arrays [Che95]. Art [DBGH93, MS08]. Article [Gom99]. Articles [Ano03b, Ano03c]. Artificial [AT92, Ano87, Ano88b, BPG94, IEE94b, AK95]. Artist [Log99, Ham07]. artists [Han07]. Asbestos [Lew99a]. ASCII [Mud97]. Asia [IEE94a, GAS+01]. Asia-Pacific [IEE94a]. Asian [CM06]. ASIS [Bon93, RSZ96, RSKF96]. Asked [And03]. Aspect [CC05, CSP09, HOST05]. Aspect-oriented [CC05, CSP09, HOST05]. Aspects [Jak03, HK03]. Aspekte [HK03, Jak03]. assembly [Win95]. Assessing
[AAB+05a, Ano00d, Bur04b, CC04, KTTK17, Per00, PK10, SJV+05, Sch03, Ste00b, TG99, W001, Ye05, DPH16]. Builds [Mo02]. bulletin [Fre87]. Burdens [CGB+05]. Büropakete [GGK99]. Business
[Ano00j, Ano01g, Bar01, Hec99, LRP11, Hay05, WBY+08]. Buttons [STS92]. Buy [CDJ+00]. Bye [Coc01b].

C [Ano90d, Ano96b, DF00, FD92, Lea88, Lea92, Lea93, LMS93, LSO96, LSM+01, Lo05, Oms03, PKP02, PKP05, SGD00, Tie88, Tie93, Ahm08b, Ano88c, Ano93a, Ano01g, BM06, BR95, Ber96, CR92b, Che95, Col02, Dav91, DP09, DC00, Eig03, FG92, G0K92, He95, Ho95, KOI94, K0R95, Lea94, Lla06, LSM+99, LSM+00, LS04, Me92, MSS95, Mit94, OK94, Oma89, PKH07, PM11, PH82, Pin02, PKP02, PKP05, Sai13, Sal88, SC08, Ste95, Ste99, Ste00b, Ste01, Tie90, USE88, Vol96, Wal93, Win95, Yac88, YSV+16].

C# [BHP+01]. C-Tree [Ano96b]. C/C [FD92, PKP02, PKP05, Eig03]. C/C [SC08]. C [Edd96]. C99 [She07]. CA [Ano97a, Ano99a, Ano00a, Ano00b, Lei93a, USE94, USE01a, USE02a]. cache [Cha92, Farr05]. Cactus [HL02]. CAD [Ano04b]. CADE [Bun94, Kap92]. CADE-11 [Kap92]. CADE-12 [Bun94]. Calc [Gil93, Ano96a]. Calculating [Coc01b]. calculating [SC16, SPAW17]. calculations [Dan11, MSB09].

Caldera [Ano98, Ano00c]. Calendaring [Sif00]. California [ACM92, Ano94b, USE90, USE99, USE02b, USE02c]. Call [Ano03b, Ano03c, KG01, Ano04a, GKM82, GKM04, Hub04b]. calls [Och09]. Caltech [Bar00a]. Can [Ebe09, EMDL+07, Sta01a, Ste08, W0a3]. Canada [ACM88, Ano00h, Lev95b, Lev95a, MG94, Ass95, HDR03, HDR04]. capabilities [Bri09a, Bri09b]. Capacity [Ano01g]. Capital [Got05]. Capitalism [CMJ+04]. Capturing [Ale92, Pal87]. CAPWAP [BCI+09]. Car [MSR10]. Carbolpolis [EXA+05]. Card [Chi93, Dig80b]. cardiac [BSW+14]. Cardiff [Ano01f]. Cards [SSC93]. Career [Rie15]. Carlo [SMRM+17]. cas [Cor00]. Cascade [YYL+15]. CASCON [BGG+94]. Case [AtHR11, Rie10, TTB09, VDLP01, Zad02, vdLLM09, BS+14, DHHS03, Emb06, G0au3, GPP16, MF02, Shi12, VSM14, YAS91, YA11].

Cassandra [SMRM+17]. Cat [IEE94c, MS91, MSNS91]. CATCH [LF90]. Catches [Bar01]. categorization [KGM06]. Cathedral [Ray99b, Ray99c, USE02a, Ray01]. cautionary [Bur04a]. Cayenne [Ano98]. CC [Sta88e, Sta92b, Sta00b]. CCA [Com84, CCA84]. CCG [Mor91]. CD [Ano96b, Ano97a, Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano00h, Ano01d, Ano01c, DF00, PKP02, PKP05, Su01, PKP05, Rod00]. CD-ROMs [Ano01d]. CDK [SHK+03]. CDs [Gün02]. CE [Ano95a, SSC+00]. ceiling [SM+03]. Celebrate [CSD+05]. Celeris [TL17]. Cell [GEMN07, BCP+16]. cells [NGC+12]. censorship [Shi12]. Center [ACM00, BAo93, Ch098, GB00, KG01]. Central [Har94]. centralizada [VD01]. centralized [VD01]. Centre [Rit88]. Centric [BE06]. century [Sal94, Har05]. CEO [Ano04a]. CERN [VW92]. CERNLIB [FP94]. Certification [BCPS10, DBBA10, Mag04, Mir07, Mag00, Mag01a, ..]
Mag01b, Mag01c, MS02, Sai01, Sai02. Certified [Ano00c, Mag04, DRP01].

Certifying [SK04]. CFD [CDR+15, Gro01, KDM17]. cflow [Gol06].

Château [QR92]. Chain [Sch03, You08]. Challenges [Ten93, VH04, BAR16, Dei10, WBGM02]. Change [BAP00, CSY+04, CDsJ+00, Fly87b, Ban16, Joh94a, KL07, NS05, TG99]. change-prone [KL07]. Changed [Lus04]. Changes [DDJ98, RAH+01].

Changing [BAP00, CSY+04, CDsJ+00, Fly87b, Ban16, Joh94a, KL07, NS05, TG99].

Chapter [AFS81]. Chapters [AFS82]. characteristics [TLL+14]. characterization [AJ05, CH91].

Characterizing [CJ17, KL07]. Charles [Ano00e]. Chassis [Ano00h].

Chaste [BSW+14]. Checker [Kro99b, LQR17]. Checking [CCG+02, BCHR12, DDHS03, Eig03, SP12, WK93]. checkpoint [LFA92]. checkpointing [LF90, LSF94]. checks [Due97].

chemical [ABNA05]. Chemistry [SHK+03]. Chemo- [SHK+03]. Chicken [Les03]. Chinese [EKJ+03]. Checkpointing [LFA92].

Chemistry [SHK+03]. Chemo- [SHK+03]. Chicken [Les03]. Chinese [EKJ+03]. Checkpointing [LFA92].

Chinese [EKJ+03]. Checkpointing [LFA92].


Chosen-Ciphertext [JKS02]. Chris [Ano99a].

ciberspacio [Les01]. CIO [CGB+05]. Ciphertext [JKS02]. City [CDsJ+00, SG05].

claim [Sie99]. Claiming [Mog03b]. Claims [GB00, Mog03a, St004]. Clara [Ano94b].

Clarification [GWT+01]. Clarifying [GF99]. Clark [Kim01a].

Class [BHP+01]. Classes [Mor92, Ban16, How98, KL07]. classical [Aki16].

Classifiers [BSA14]. Classifying [Li91]. Classroom [Alf05, RT05].

ClearMail [Ano04b]. Cliche [Wat94]. Cliche-based [Wat94]. cliches [Car89].

Client [Ano06b, Ano00j, MSM10]. Climate [HR11]. Clone [MOMM11, Joh94a].

CLOS [S091]. close [Hac98]. Close [Ano04a, Eri01, For07].

Cloud [Gan17, KTTK17]. cluster [Kop05, Kop05].

Clustering [Kre00]. Clutter [BNST99]. CMMI [vWHvW09].

CMMI-DEV [vWHvW09]. Cnest [KC92].

co-evolution [ZV+11]. coagulating [Mor91].

Cobol [EJS+01]. coco [Ano01a].

CODE [BY91, BHP+01, Gup03, Kro00, Les99, Lio96, Lok04, Mir07, SHS+93, ALGE12, AHG94, Ane11, Ano04a, BOL14, BY92, CLS95, Env05, GCK+17, HMP+15, HC07, Moo01b, Moo01a, Mor91, MRS10, NMS14, RVLS14, SSA004, SC16, Smi17, SH11, Wen90, Yac88, ZVvDD11, Gho07].

codebase [Big13]. Codec [Ha01]. codecs [GLCMC17]. CodeFutures [Ano04b].

Codemesh [Ano01f]. Codes [UNF*08]. CodeWarrior [Kro99c].

código [Les01]. Coding [Ano95e, Fow00]. Cognitive [CWB+04]. cohesive [QC18]. ColdFusion [Ano02]. collaboration [NS05, Sin10, Wii91a].

Collaborative [Gho07, He97, Rav00, Wii91b]. Collation [Noj01].

Colleagues [PLS+91]. Collect [CSD+05]. Collection [AHB+09, CR92b, Sta99, Sta00c, BOL14, Sta03b, Ahm08b, EGH+05].

collections [WMK+17]. College [Bar01]. Collider [ZC95]. Colorado [USE00b].

coloring [Mat03]. colour [MM04]. colour-map [MM04].

Colorado [MM94]. Columbus [Bon93]. COM [Ano00i]. Combination [BSA14].

combining [Kan12]. Come [Bar00a, Kam11]. comes [Fie90b].

Comm [AZ17a]. Command [Tan11a, Tan11b, Cra90]. Command-Line
Commands [Coh82, Li91]. Commentary [Lio96, Max01].
Comments [PLS+91, Wil71]. COMMERCIAL
[BY91, BBD+96a, BB02, Gre80, MD04, ALGE12, BY92, PC13, Sie99].
Commercializing [Kar03]. Commodification [vdLLM09]. commodity
[Kop05]. Common [RAH+01, Phi12, Gad88, Hen92, LH03]. Commons
[VH04]. Communication
[Ano00j, AD04, Bao93, CK06b, CK06c, PK10, Koc09, Lin02a].
Communications [Ano96b, Ano01f]. Communism [CMJ+04].
Communities [CH06, GBICMR13, GL14, PM13]. Community [San08,
Sca04, Ter00, Wil99, AAB+05a, CSEP14, Emb06, LH03, VSGM14, Pel89].
community-oriented [Emb06]. como [RO01]. Compact [Ano03a].
compaction [DVC+07]. Companies [EKJ+03, GBICMR13]. Company
[Ano01a]. Compaq [Ano01a]. Comparing
[Ahn08b, DGC+07, PC13, vGPB10]. Comparison
[SO91, Aye97, GJS+02, She07, YSC+06]. Compatibility [Egy01].
Compatible
[HWZ01, AAB+05b, DS88, DS99, DS00, DS02, Guy00, Woo01, DS90].
Competition [HK03, Cor00]. competitive [Dan11]. compilation
[Big13, GJS+02]. Compile [Bot03]. Compiler
[Ahn08b, AS97, Ano01f, Col02, EGH+05, FKM+11, LSF94, LFA92, Mir07,
PKP02, PKP05, SZAB97, SZAB98, SZAB99, Sta99, Sta00c, YLL+07, Ano01a,
BB91, CGS94, DuB02, FG92, FMT+08, GHL+04, GK92, He95, Ho95, Kir12,
LF90, MSK05, MRS07, She07, Sm97, Sta03b, TG99, CZ99, ZC01].
Compiler-assisted [LSF94, LFA92, LF90]. compilers
[ALGE12, Gou04, Sal88, Win95]. Compiling [DC00]. complaints [Raj13].
Complete [Ano98, Gri02, LD13]. completely [JP09a]. Complex
[Neh04, Neh07, BJWZ08]. Compliance [GD12]. Component
[Kro99b, Kro99a, PK10, CKB11]. Component-Based [PK10].
Components [RW87, Spi11]. comprehensive
[Gar00, VBG+10, WM01, You08]. Compression
[KW94, SC00, BGM99, Fow00, SGD05]. Compromise [Ahn08a].
COMPSAC [IEE95b]. Comput [AZ17a]. Computation
[Jef08, Lev95b, Lev95a, Mio90, PQM11, GJMPAM+14, Sai13, SDL+16].
Computational [Ano01a, NMS14, TDBEE11, BCP+16, BS+14].
computations [ABNA05, EAT+97, EAT00, EAT02, EAT05, EBH08, Jôn05c].
Computer [AFS81, AFS82, Ano88b, Ano00i, Ano00j, Bao93, Bar01, BKP05,
Coc01b, Cse99, DMP+02, IEE92c, IEE94c, IEE95b, IEE05, Kuk98, SM99b,
Ten93, And01, BSK87, Cra90, Dec90, DDA+07, DD08, Dre94, EKR91,
HETD09, Hol05, JPP09a, Joy08, Joy09b, JC15+11, Lla06, MP00, NN00, Pag07,
SS93, YAS91, CPJ+98]. Computers [IEE94c, SM99b, Kro00].
Computersysteme [FG85]. Computing [ACM00, AY93, And03, Ano97d,
Ano00i, Bar01, Bra97, CSD+05, Cse99, DGBH93, Gan17, Hom00, IEE90,
IEE92b, IEE93, IEE95a, Ten93, VW92, Zim10, BPG94, Bik96, Bot09, Dan11,
EHP94, HTU96, JPP09a, Kaw92, MTD+09, MM10, YM93]. Con [DDJ99].
concepts [Geh96, Kra05, Sai02]. Concern [HOST05]. CONCERTO
condensed [GCK+17]. Conditions [SGO5, WP04]. Conference
[ACM89, ACM92, ACM93a, ACM95, ACM97, AT92, Ano87, Ano88b, Ano88c,
Ano89, Ano90a, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano91, Ano93c, Ano94a, Ano94b,
Ano06, Bao93, BSW95, BSK78, Bun94, EHP94, FMA02, Fur90, IEE89,
IEE92c, IEE94a, IEE94c, IEE94b, IEE95a, IEE95b, IEE05, Kap92, MS91,
MSN91, MG94, SS93, SC00, Uni01, USE88, USE90, USE94, USE99, US00,
USE01a, USE01b, USE02c, VW92, Vor92, Yuk94, AK95, Lei93a, SM98b, USE98a,
Bao93, BSW95, BSK78, Bun94, EHP94, FMA02, Fur90, IEE89,
IEE92c, IEE94a, IEE94c, IEE94b, IEE95a, IEE95b, IEE05, Kap92, MS91,
MSN91, MG94, SS93, SC00, Uni01, USE88, USE90, USE94, USE99, US00,
USE01a, USE01b, USE02c, VW92, Vor92, Yuk94, AK95, Lei93a, SM98b, USE98a,
Bao93, BSW95, BSK78, Bun94, EHP94, FMA02, Fur90, IEE89,
IEE92c, IEE94a, IEE94c, IEE94b, IEE95a, IEE95b, IEE05, Kap92, MS91,
MSN91, MG94, SS93, SC00, Uni01, USE88, USE90, USE94, USE99, US00,
USE01a, USE01b, USE02c, VW92, Vor92, Yuk94, AK95, Lei93a, SM98b, USE98a,
Bao93, BSW95, BSK78, Bun94, EHP94, FMA02, Fur90, IEE89,
IEE92c, IEE94a, IEE94c, IEE94b, IEE95a, IEE95b, IEE05, Kap92, MS91,
MSN91, MG94, SS93, SC00, Uni01, USE88, USE90, USE94, USE99, US00,
USE01a, USE01b, USE02c, VW92, Vor92, Yuk94, AK95, Lei93a, SM98b, USE98a,
Debian [Ano96c, Ano98, Ano00a, Ano00e, Ano01c, CK06a, CK06b, CK06c, CK06g, DF00, Her04, Kuk98, Ahm08a, Ano01b, Ano01d, Ano01c, Ano05, Bau06a, Bel00, BGO02, Bra04, CK06a, CK06b, Den99, EJS+01, Epp00, G+00, G+02, GA04b, Gan04, GO99, HHV05, Hun01, Kra05, Mac02, McC99a, Mur94, Pre16, Ron01a, Ron01b, Ron05b, Ron05a, SS05, Sta01b, VD01].
Debian-GNU-Linux-Powerpack [Gan04].
Debit [EKJ+03].
Debsources [CGZ17].
Debug [Per02].
Debugger [MZG14, OCH90a, OCH90b, Per02, Sta89a, SPS+00, SPS+02, But94, But95, Sta88a, Sta98b, SPG92, SP93, SP95, Sta96a, Sta98a].
Debugging [SP93, SP95, Sta96a, Sta98a, SPS+00, SPS+02, Zac01, MS08, Mit95].
Debuts [Ano02].
DEC [AFS81, AFS82, Dig75a, PH82].
DEC-20 [AFS81, AFS82].
decade [Pes93].
decades [CGZ17].
December [IEE92c, IEE94a, IEE05].
Deception [CGK+02, Sta02a].
decision [Hop04, Wen90].
Declarative [Dvo04].
Decryption [Bar00b].
DECsystem [Uni77].
DECsystem-10 [Uni77].
DECLUS [Dig82].
deduction [Hen92].
Delta3D [DMJ05].
demo [AAA+12].
demystified [Sut02].
Denning [CSP+03, PLS+91].
Denver [USE88, USE00b].
Department [Bol02, BHP+01].
Dependable [EHP94].
dependence [HMR93].
dependent [YSVM+16, YSMA+17].
Deploying [Maz15].
Depth [CBW+94].
Derivative [Ma03, Väl04].
description [Pyr84, SLC88].
descriptions [SC88a].
Descriptor [Cha91].
descriptors [GJMPAM+14].
Design [AML+10, BGM99, Bar00b, Bax90, CMJ+04, IEE94c, Kro00, LOW91, Mat03, Mio90, Nov04, TM+13, Wal93, Bor88, FK99, KP93, PDG+87, Pa87, Váz16, Wi91a, Ya92, dA15].
designed [Mud97].
designers [Ham07].
Designing [Bar00a, Maz15].
Designs [Ano00i].
Desktop [Bra04, Dye03, EK+03, RB92, dILM98, PS+09].
Desktop-[Bra04].
Details [CRW+04].
Detecting [GWT+01].
Detection [Cha01a, Kro99a, Wen00, Joh94a, KOI94, OK94, YLZ16].
Determine [MOMM11].
Determining [Powo0].
dTestSet [MCS12].
deutsches [Hüpp01].
DEV [vWvW09].
develop [MSS95].
developed [Fie90b].
developer [Ano96c, Ano98, Bar01, KJRD16, RM99, RAH+01, Rie15, DWJG02, Sin10, War04, ZVvDD11].
developers [Ano95a, FT09, HDR03, HDR04, McL05].
Developing [AHB+99, Ano03b, Ano03c, BGR89, FK04, Iwa02, MH07, Mi10, Pet05, Tra95, CF07a, YA11].
Development [ABC+14, Ano00j, Ano01f, Ano01g, Ber96, BNSW15, CPJ+98, Coh03, Fox08, GAS+01, Got07, Gui00, HOL+07, HR11, Kro99b, Kro99a, LHC93, Lul91, Mit94, NR03, NK04, O'Rexx, PG02, Rav00, RCP+12, RE04, Rui02, Sch04, SC05, SCSC04, SS04, Sta02c, SHK+03, SF15, SuS01, TDBEE11, WL01, vdLMM09, AW07, And11, AHM+07, BM06, BD03, BAR16, But94, Car89, CM06, CF09, CSP09, CWH12, EMdL+07, Emb06, Gar09, ...]
Developments [Ros05, Cse99]. Device-driver [Bud10]. d'exploitation [Cor00]. DFINP [QC18]. Device [Bud10].

Device [Bud10]. d'exploitation [Cor00]. DFINT [QC18]. Digital [Gho07, Hef97, QC18, Rus14, Wat01, JP09b, Jon01]. Digital [Gho07, Hef97, QC18, Rus14, Wat01, JP09b, Jon01].

Dilemma [CGB +05]. Dimension [Ano96c, CGK +02]. dimensionality [SP12]. Dimensions [Sta97b]. directed [Kli90, SMS04]. Directing [SM00a, SM00b, SM02, SM98a]. Directories [Ano95a]. Directory [Ano95a].

dired [STS92]. diritto [Mol01, Zic01]. disaster [CdSV07, LQ17].

Distributed [AY93, CD95, Cha01a, IEE92a, BM02, BD03, CKH91, Fra95, KMG +93, Kaw92, LQ17, TTL06, VGD +97]. Distributing [Bar01]. Distribution [Ano00j, MSSvK08, McCo2b, Vä104, BVT06]. distributions [AKHG16]. Disturbing [CKB +05]. Divide [Wat01].

Division [GS12, GM94]. DivX [Zic01]. DIY [Sea04]. DIY-IT [Sea04].

DJGPP [FP94]. DL [WBB01]. Do [OG07, CWHW12, PM13, Sea04].

do-it-yourself [Sea04]. Document [Ano01f, Fur90, JV01]. Documentation [CS95, CS96, CS99, CPJ +98, CS91, CS93, SC88a]. Documenting [Sta79, Sta84, Sta80a, Sta81e, Sta81a, Sta81d, Sta81c, Sta81b]. documents [Bec93, Iwa02, Rod00]. Does [WLC01].

Doku [Ano01d]. DOLFIN.COM [Ano00j]. DOM [CP01]. Domain [Bar00c, Geh96, NO03, HKvH16]. Don't [CWB +04, CSD +05, CGB +05, DDJ99, EKJ +03]. Door [Wea03]. Doors [Eri01, Jon01]. DOS-Programme [Str94]. DoubleVision [Ano00h].


Drink [Sta06]. drinks [Ano03e]. driven [MT94, Phi93]. Driver [Ano96b, Ano00j, Bud10]. Drivers [Ano97c]. Drives [Ebe07].


dugksFoam [ZCG17]. Dumb [BHP +01]. duplicates [Bel00]. duplicate [LZ12]. DVD [Stu01, Ken02].

Dynamic [MSM +03, NS01, Och12]. dynamical [Dan11].

Dynamically [MZH11, Don04, HH88]. Dynamics [TDBEE11, Aki16, APK14, JNN12, PHT17].
E-Address [CDsJ+00]. e-books [Sta01a]. e-Voting [CKB+05, PL05]. Earlier [Sta12]. early [KTP95]. Easy [Kre00]. Easysoft [Ano00h]. Eclipse [DGC+07, GP05, GHM+05, MS08, Wo03a, ZK05]. Econometrics [Edd96]. Economic [Rie07, Rie10]. economics [AW07, Gla04]. Economy [Gho07]. ecosystem [KHMA12, VSGM14]. Ecosystems [TH04]. EDCC [EHP94]. EDCC-1 [EHP94]. edge [BCHR12, Kan12, Tor99]. Edgewater [San98]. Edit [von88]. Edited [Ano99a]. Editieren [Str94]. Editing [Bk94, Bee91a, Bee91b, Fin91, KB90, San78b, SBA92, Sta78b, BK91, Bee93, FK90, Goe07, KI90, PH82, Vie97, vdHGG+13]. Edition [Ano00c, Ano00e, Kro99c, Ano00i, Cs91, Eat00, G+01, PKP02, PKP05, Lio96]. Editor [Ano95a, Dig75a, Dig75b, DM97, Joh92, KK94, Kro00, McC99c, RAH+01, Sta79, Sta84, von88, Cic78, Dat85, Gos83, Ham90, HK95, Man92, Sch81a, SLC88, CAC09, Sta80a, Sta81e, Sta81a, Sta81d, Sta81c, Sta81b, Tho90a, Tho90b, Uni85a, Uni85e, Uni85c, Uni85d, Uni85f, Ano99b, Bur04a, Ebe09, Gal60, Xia08]. Editorial [Ano01e, Eri99, Eri00, Eri01]. Editors [Coh92, Far92, Par91, Val93, Fin80a, Fin80b, GM84, KP93, Ude89, Wat94, AM03, AM04, SS04]. Education [EXA+05, HETD09, MTBS09, MWG08, MTD+09, SSS+14, YAS91]. education-friendly [MWG08]. Educational [Bro01, BB08, RT05]. Edwin [Bir93]. Effect [LO89, Sin10]. Effective [Rob96, Rob97]. effectivity [Hop04]. effects [AW07, Ham07, Jes03a, Koc09]. efficiency [Koc09]. Efficient [HMR93, PKH07, WK93, YLL+07, Far05, Hen92, KTP95, Kir12]. Efficiently [MGM+02]. Effort [GS12, Joh99, SS02]. EHTS [Wii91a]. Eiffel [CZ99, SO91, ZC01, CZ99]. Eigensystem [GBDM77, SBD+76]. Eighteenth [Un01]. Eighth [IEE92c, USE94]. Einführung [CK06a, CK06b, CK06c, CK06d, CK06e, CK06f, CK06g, CK06h, PKP05]. einrichten [Ste00a]. Einsatz [SG05]. Einsteiger [Ron05a]. EISPACK [GBDM77, SBD+76]. EJB [Kre99a]. Electromagnetic [LFN+11, ORI+10, SDL+16, WGG16]. electron [PHT17]. Electronic [Ano00h, Bax01, Fur90, Bea04, DPL+91, MSB09]. electronic-structure [MSB09]. electrophysiology [BSW+14]. Electrotechnical [Yuk94]. Elektroinische [Ano01b, Ano01d, Ano01c]. Element [LMW12, BSW+14, HMP+15, NMS14]. ELF90 [Ano96d]. Eliminate [Bar01]. Eliminating [GK92]. Ellis [Coc01a]. Elusive [Gla03a]. Emacs [Ano97c, Bla89a, Bla89b, Bor88, CR92a, CEL+05, Che86, Che87b, Chi97, Fin90a, Fin80b, Fin91, HNT93, Lew88, LLG90, LLG93, LLG94, LLS99, LLS00, Mii84, RIt88, RW89, Rod00, Rus88, SBA92, Sta87, Str94, Uni85b, STS90, AFS81, AFS82, Buc82a, Buc82b, Com84, CCA84, Cic78, Dat85, Gos83, Gos83, KX86, Man92, McH92, PDr+87, She87, Smi90, Sta79, Sta80a, Sta81e, Sta81a, Sta81d, Sta81c, Sta81b, Sta84, Tra95, Uni85e, Uni85c, Uni85d, Uni85f, Ano96a, Aye97, Aye01, Bee93, Ber96, Bir93, Bra92, CR91, CRR96, Cam99, Cam00, Cha97, Cha01x, Cha01c, Cha04, Che87a, Chi93, Coo91, Cur02, Esp96, Gli97, Gos84, Gre80, HH88, KK94, Lan89, Laz98, LLS99, LLS00, Li91, LO89, McA85, MC91, NS01, Pal87, P+99, Pel89, Pyr84].
Emacs [Rei93, RB92, Rod00, RHS†04, Sta86a, Sta86b, Sta86c, Sta88b, Sta88c, Sta92a, Sta93a, Sta93b, Sta94, Sta95, Sta97a, Sta02b, Uni85a, Uni86, Vie97, We94a, We94b, Yac88, von88, Tho92]. Emacs-Based [LO89].

EMACS-Intr [AFS81]. Emacs-type [KK94]. Embedded

Embracing [Ano97c]. Embracing [Ano03e, CO12]. Emotional [Sta04a]. Empirical [AW07, An01e, Ban16, FM10, KJRD16, MSSvK08, MR507, AKHG16, AMC16, FG92, HZS†16, HM10, PKB17, RNR17, SA08]. employing [LC12].

Emotion [Sta04a]. Empirical [AW07, An01e, Ban16, FM10, KJRD16, MSSvK08, MR507, AKHG16, AMC16, FG92, HZS†16, HM10, PKB17, RNR17, SA08]. employing [LC12].

Empower [Sam06]. Embracing [Ano03e, CO12]. Emotional [Sta04a]. Empirical [AW07, An01e, Ban16, FM10, KJRD16, MSSvK08, MR507, AKHG16, AMC16, FG92, HZS†16, HM10, PKB17, RNR17, SA08]. employing [LC12].

Benefits [Sam06]. Embracing [Ano03e, CO12]. Emotional [Sta04a]. Empirical [AW07, An01e, Ban16, FM10, KJRD16, MSSvK08, MR507, AKHG16, AMC16, FG92, HZS†16, HM10, PKB17, RNR17, SA08]. employing [LC12].
evaluation [Fug03, GLCMC17, HK95, PDG+87, Pal87, SCH+91b, ZW17].
Evangelizing [Coc01a]. even [SSAO04]. event [DPH16, Mei92]. events [Wii91b]. ever [Höp04].
everything [LD13]. Everywhere [Ana99].
Evidence [GS12].
Evolution [PPRB07, Wa93, BLG+17, DCS05, GPPT16, ZVvDD11]. evolutionary
[AFZ17, FLA+16, LZ11a, LZ11b, O’S03]. evoluzione [Zic01]. evolved
[GL14]. Exam [AFS81, Ano00c, DRP01]. Examination
[Mag04, AMC16, MSR10, RNR17]. Example [Wii99, Bud10]. Examples
[PKP05]. exception [Tie90]. Executables [BHP+01, DVC+07]. executing
[KTTK17]. execution [GKM82, GKM04]. Executor [Ano96c].
exercices [Rod00]. ExoLab [Ano01g]. Experience
[III01, San78a, SK04, Mei92, Pes93, RVLS14, RT05]. Experiences
[AAB+05b, GS02, SS02, Tot06]. experiment [KTP95, MWB89, MHP94].
Experimental [Yan90]. experiments [NMG11]. Expert
[BPG94, Cla90, Rus88]. expertext [WRSG92]. Experts [AS03, Sta04a]. explained
[J+05]. Explaining [YYL+15]. explicit [Car89, DDHS03]. explicit-state
[DDHS03]. exploitation [Ron05b]. exploiting [No08].
explorative [MSR10]. Exploratory [BNSW15, GW10]. explore [Phi12].
Explorer [Nas04]. Explorer’s [Dun05]. Exploring [Koc09, Blo04]. Expo
[Ano06]. Expose [O’S02]. Express [dCKK15]. Expressing [LR11].
expression [MSZ+01]. Extend [Ano03d, Mud97]. Extending [Che95].
Extensible [Sta97, Sta84, Ude89, CFW17, HH88, Ham90, Sta80a, Sta81e, Sta81a, Sta81d, Sta81c, Sta81b, Tho90a, Tho90b].
Extension [GBDM77, BR95, Hin87, XX86, Sta78a]. Extensions
[Gli97, Bec93, Rit88, RW89, Chi97]. extra [Ano03d]. extraction [Kit94].
extra [HL02]. Extremely [Gla03a]. Eye [Jes03c, GW10, Hol05]. Eyelet
[Ano00i].
f2c [Ano95c]. F77 [Ano95c]. F90 [Ano95c]. f95 [Ano01a]. Face
[AS03, Edw98, KS03, Law99, Sta96b]. Face-off [KS03]. Facilitating [Rav00].
Facility [Tra95, Yan92]. facto [Egy01]. Factor [Ano02]. Factoring [Lók04].
Factors [MP12]. Factory [Ano01f, Kro99b]. Facts [ACHC11]. Failures
[Bar01, YYL+15]. Fall [KOI94]. Fall-in [KOI94]. Fame [Bar00c]. family
[AVA+16, GM84]. Fast [Bar00a, Wen90, Pax88, Pax95, TG99, CKB11].
Faster [Bar00c]. Fault
[IEE90, IEE92a, IEE92b, IEE93, YLY+15, KTP95, Yad07, YLXZ16].
Fault-Tolerant [IEE90, IEE92a, IEE92b, IEE93, Yad07]. FDTD [ORI+10].
Fear [Mog03c, Ros01d]. Feasibility [SC02]. feather [Dew07]. Features
[EK+03, Bau06b, Bau06a, Fri97, GRJS01, Phi12]. February
[CS95, Lea92, Sta92b, USE02a]. Federal [BSK87]. Fedora [McC04].
feedback [RA16]. Feel [PM00]. Feinstein [Ano00c]. Felix [Ano00k].
Femtoseconds [Bar00a]. FEniCS [LMW12]. Fernandez [Ano00k].
GJMPAM+14, GW10, Hea09, KJ03, Kop05, MTD+09, O’S03, ORI+10, Ros05, Sal08, SSA08, Sta09, Ste08, YA11, Zic01, CPG+04, Ano01f, BES+01, Bol02, Bro05, CWHW12, Jak03, Mog99, Mog01a, Mog01b. Free [Mol01, NR03, Sér02, Sie99, Sie04, St.04, Stö04]. Free-software [GJMPAM+14, ORI+10]. Free/open [SSA08]. Free/ [CWHW12]. free-software [GJMPAM+14, ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/ [CWHW12]. free/ [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Jak04]. Freely [GM02]. Freemont [ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Jak04]. Freely [GM02]. Freemont [ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Jak04]. Freely [GM02]. Freemont [ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Jak04]. Freely [GM02]. Freemont [ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Jak04]. Freely [GM02]. Freemont [ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Jak04]. Freely [GM02]. Freemont [ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Jak04]. Freely [GM02]. Freemont [ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Jak04]. Freely [GM02]. Freemont [ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Jak04]. Freely [GM02]. Freemont [ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Jak04]. Freely [GM02]. Freemont [ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Jak04]. Freely [GM02]. Freemont [ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Jak04]. Freely [GM02]. Freemont [ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Jak04]. Freely [GM02]. Freemont [ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Jak04]. Freely [GM02]. Freemont [ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Jak04]. Freely [GM02]. Freemont [ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Jak04]. Freely [GM02]. Freemont [ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Jak04]. Freely [GM02]. Freemont [ORI+10]. free/open [SSA08]. Free/Open [NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00h, And01, Coc01a, GS12, YSC04].
[DS88, DS99, DS00, DS02, Nic93, AHG94, BCR+08, CLS95, DS90, HMP+15, Mor91, Paxon88, Pax95, Sch90a]. Generic [Ano96c, Dav91, Mer03]. GeneX [MSZ+01]. GenuAdmin [Har94]. GeoPDEs [Váz16]. GeoRef [Lie92]. Georgia [Dig82, USE00a]. Gerätetreiber [Bud10]. Gerätetreiber- Reengineering [Bud10]. German [Ano00f, Lin02b, Bra04, Bud10, CK06a, CK06c, EW01, Fal03, Feixx, GA04b, Geh96, HK03, Hüpp01, Jö05, Jak03, Jak04, Jor04, Lin02a, Mag04, Man03, NO03, O'Rxx, Oms03, PKP05, Rau04, Ron05a, SG05, Sie99, Sie04, Spe01, Spi03, Stö04, Sur01a, Sur01b, WP04]. Germany [BPG94, BSK87, EHP94, EKR91]. Gers [QR92]. Geschichte [Geh96]. Gesichtspunkte [Stö04]. gestalten [DF00]. Gestaltung [FG85]. gestión [VD01]. Get [Coc01a, Fie89, Sid03, Sta06, Ste03, Far91]. Gets [AS03, CWB+04, Sta06]. Getting [Nob08, PM00, Woe94a, ACM93a]. gewährleistungsrechtliche [Stö04]. GFX [Row02]. Ghosh [GAS+01]. GIMP [DF00, GGK99, Neu00, Bum00, Bum04b, Bus99, Goe07, Ham07, Har00, Jor09b, Jes03a, Jes03b, Jes03c, KK99, LD13, Pec08, Row02, vGS10, DF00, Log99]. GIMP- [DF00]. GIMPLE [Mer03]. Give [CSP+03, Smi17]. Given [Den99]. Glibc [Gar00]. Global [Ahm08a, BB08, Uni01, Lla06, Ano98]. Glue [Car89]. GNARL [GB94]. Gnat [Fly87a, Fly87b, Ano95d, BOM97, Big13, Bri09a, Bri09b, CGS94, CDG97, Dev07, GS02, KTP95, Kir12, MB98, MGM+02, MSM+03, Mir03, MSK05, Mir07, Och09, Och12, PG02, RTH15, Rog09a, Rog09b, Rui13, RSZ96, RSK96, Sch10, Smr97, VGdlP01, dPRGB99, Shi03]. GNAT-AJIS [Och09]. GNAT/ORK [VGdlP01]. GNATProve [Kan12, HMW15]. GNATS [Plö97]. GNATTest [Kan12]. GNL [NN16]. Gnome [LR11, Cro00, Dye03, EKJ+03, GMS4, GWT+01, UCLxx, Ben78, LLdI00, Lov06, Pet05, Pin02, Ste00a, War04, dILM98, CP01, She01, VSGM14]. GNOME/GTK [Cro00]. GNU [Ano97b, Ano97a, Ano98, Ano00e, Ano01b, Ano01d, Ano01c, Lin02b, Ano05, Bra04, Bud10, Chi97, DF00, G*00, G*02, GA04b, Gan04, Ginn02, HHV05, Hüpp01, Jor04, Kuk98, Mac02, Mag04, Per02, PKP02, PKP05, Ron01a, Ron01b, Ron05a, SW15, Ste00a, Stu01, Ygg94, Ano97c, Fis09, Sal08, Ahm08b, AS97, AAB+04, ACW04, Ana99, And11, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Anoxx, Lin02b, ATHW92, Arc94, Arg98, Aye01, BGM99, Bad07, BM06, Bec93, Bee01, Bel00, Bla89a, Bla89b, Blo04, BGO02, Bra92, Bud10, Bur95, BS98, But95, Cal10, CR91, CR92a, CR92b, Cam99, Cam00, CEL+05, CS91, CS93, CS95, CS96, CS97, Che86, Che87a, Che87b, Chio93, CF98, Coc01a, Col02, CZ99, CS94, Cor00, Cor05]. GNU [DRP01, Deo90, DC00, Don04, DDHS03, DuB02, Dun05, Eat97, Eat00, Eat02, Eat05, EBH08, EaoGObHW14, EGH+05, Esp06, Fre87, Fär05, Fie89, FG92, FD92, GIM07, G+01, GD+02, GD+05, Gal09, GA04b, Gar00, GB94, GHL+04, Glu97, GO99, GoI06, Gon04, GKR92, GSR+04, GS00, HWZxx, HWZ01, HH88, Ham99, HNT93, He95, Hei16, Ho95, Hol05, Hom00, Hun01, ...
greater [SSAO04]. Green [CPJ+98]. Greenstone [WBB01]. GRef2End [Lie92]. Grid [BE06, Bor09, BE06, HOL+07]. Griffin [Ano00k]. Groff [Ano10, RAH+01, Rob94b]. Grokking [Bun00]. Gross [YSVM+16, YSMMA+17]. Grundlagen [DF00, G+00, G+02, GA04b, Str94]. GSL [G+01, Rap94]. GTK [DF00, Ste00a, Wri00]. GTK-Versionen [DF00]. Guarantee [Stö04]. Guarantees [Sed02]. Guarnelli [Ebe09, SS04, Xia08]. GUI [Ano00i, Kro99a]. Guide [AFS81, AFS82, ABB+92, ABB+95, ABB+99, Anoxx, DMBS79, Fox98, GBDM77, GO99, UCLxx, Log99, McC02a, Nas04, RM99, RB92, SBD+76, WvH04, vHW03, vHW06, BGO02, Bac98b, Cal10, Co091, Dig74, Dig80a, Dig80b, DRP01, Gil04, Ham07, KX86, Lea92, LD13, PH82, She87, SLCS8, SP92, Uni85e, Uni85c, Uni86, War04, WM01, Yad07]. Guided [GIA+06, Mir03]. Guile [Lor95]. Guilty [MOMM11]. Guix [Cou13, CW15a, CW15b]. Gut [Cam00]. Gutenberg [DDJ99]. Guys [Pra03]. GW [MSB09]. GXP [TMM+13].
inconsistency [WMK+17]. incorporating [YLXZ16]. Increased [HJ07].
Increasing [Tay00]. Incubators [DGC+07]. indecent [Sta96b]. Indent
[ArC94]. Independence [NRG+99]. independent [Lin02b]. Index [Ano95a].
India [Ano03c, BAR16, GAS+01]. Indian [Bab02, Nor02]. Industrial
[vdLLM09, HZ+S+16, MRS07, ZvDD11]. Industrials [Ros05]. Industry
[Ebe08, Ebe09, Edw98, Kam11, EMD03, KS03]. Inel [SuS01]. Inel-
set [SuS01]. INET [Lei93a]. Infection [Ros01d]. influence [Sin10]. Info
[Pes93].
Information [Ano96d, CF07a, CSP+S3, CKB+05, FK04, Has05, Pel89, San03, SCSC04,
Wat01, Aji17, BBPN93, HK95, KMG+S3, Kit94, Sai13, Sea04, Ano95a].
infrared [LA10, SC16]. Infrastructure [Coc01b, FK04, Nov03, BOL14, SGM+S3,
ing [Jon01]. inherited [Big13]. inhibitors [AMC16]. Initial [MCS12, JJ91]. Initiative
[Coc01a, WG00, MTBS09]. initiatives [Man92]. Inner [LR11, SF15].
Innovation [Ebe07, GNGS17, BAR16]. Innovations [Gil05]. Innovative
[Ano96c]. ins [DF00]. insertion [LFA92]. Insider [EJS+S3]. insight
[KTF15]. insightful [SDL+S3]. inspiration [Dvo04]. InstallAnywhere
[Ano04b]. Installation [Ano90c, G+S+02, GA04b, GO99, Str94, Jan01,
Mag01a, Ron05b, SLC88, Mag00]. Installing [EXA+S3, Gre11]. Institute
[ABC+S3]. Institutions [Bro01]. Instruction
[SCH+S3, Cha92, Deo90, Mak03, UZ97]. Instrumenting [MZG14].
Integers [GM94]. Integrated [BGG+S3, PG02, HM89, MSZ+S3, Ano02].
Integrating [APK14, GP05, Hin87]. Integration
[CPJ+S3, Kro00, AKHG16, BSW95, vGPB10]. integration-oriented
[vGPB10]. Integrity [PG02]. Intel
[Ano01c, Ano00f, Ano00g, BHP+S3, BKP05, YSA+S3]. Intellectual
[Lin08, Mar05, Vai01, WBGM02]. intellectuelle [Cor00]. Intelligence
[Ano87, Ano88b, BPG94, IEE94b, AK95, QC18]. Intelligente [Dec09]. Intels
[Ano00f]. intensity [Dan11]. inter [Hub04b]. inter-procedural [Hub04b].
Interact [GBICMR13, BSK87]. Interaction [BSK87, SM99b, SS93].
interactions [KBB11]. Interactive
[BSS84, Coo95b, DKT11, RAH+S3, San78a, WKC+S3, Coo95a, Eat97,
Eat00, Eat02, Eat05, E8B08, KK94, TL17]. InterBase [Ano98].
Interchange [SC02]. interconnection [AVA+S3]. INterface
[LH03, ACM88, AG95, Ano96b, Lor95, SMNF88, dCKK15, BJWZ08, Li91,
Pel98, Sch90b]. Interfaces [KMG+S3, BBPN93, MSK05]. Intermediate
[Gup03]. Internals [BBD+S3, Tay99]. International
[AT92, Ano91, Ano00j, Bao93, BPG94, Bum94, Cse99, FMA02, Fur90, IEE89,
IE90, IE92b, IE93, IE94c, IE95a, IE95b, Jef08, Kap92, Le93a,
Lev95b, Lev95a, MS91, MSNS91, Mio90, MG94, QR92, SS93, Uni01, VV92,
Vor92, ACM93a, EKR91, FvdHJ10, PT91, Ano11g]. Internationalizing
[dM99, Rei93]. Internet [Ano96c, CK06b, DF00, Bar00a, BGG+S3, CK06b,
CK06c, CRW+S3, EMD03, Ian02, MSW09, PM00, Shi12, SH11, Zic01].
Internetkommunikation [CK06b, CK06c]. Internetprogramme [CK06b].
Internetprogrammen [CK06c]. InterNetwork [Ano01g]. Interoperability [BES+01, MMD12]. Interpretation [AFS81, AFS82, Tra95]. interpreter [HC07, Rap94]. Interval [AS97, SZAB97, SZAB98, SZAB99, GB06, Hei16, Neh04]. Interval-Enhanced [SZAB99]. Interview [Li94, Ray99a]. Intr [AFS82]. Intranet [Ano96c]. Intranet/Web [Ano96c]. Intrinsic [AS97]. Introduce [HOL+07]. introduces [Ano01g]. Introducing [HMP+15]. Introduction [BV87, Cha97, Chaxx, Cha01c, Cha04, CK06a, CK06b, CK06c, Ebe09, Gor96, Mar03, SF05, SC88a, SS04, Xia08, Cic78, Dig75a, Gou04, NS05]. Introductory [PKP05, GM84, MdL09]. Intrusion [Cha01a, Wen00]. Invalidity [Mog03b]. invariant [GM94]. Inventors [Bar00c]. Investigation [YWA07, FG92, HM10]. investment [Pea16]. InvisibleWeb [Ano96c]. involvement [CFS805, CFMRL11]. IONA [Kro99a]. IP [Str94, AML+10, BGG+00, KG01, PC13]. IP-PBX [AML+10]. IP-PBX/ VoIP [AML+10]. Iron [BW00]. ISBN [Aji17, Fox08, Ku06]. isogeometric [Vaz16]. ISP [Ave06]. ISSAC [Jef08, Lev95a]. ISSAC’95 [Lev95b]. issue [DBBA10]. Issues [Kenxx, Kim01b, KP93, Wia91a, Man92, TB05]. Italian [Cor05, Mol01]. Itanium [Ano00f, Ano06, An000f, An000g, Ave06, Liu06]. Itanium-based [Ano06]. iterative [CHE+10]. ITHACA [PK10]. IUC18 [Uni01]. IV [BSW95]. Ivan [Ano00k]. IVR [Ano00j].

J2ME [Vir05]. J2SE [Ano00i]. JafSoft [Kro00]. James [Kim01a]. January [Hea09]. Japan [FvdHJ10, IEE94a, SS02]. Japanese [HK95]. Jason [Ano00k]. Java [Ano96c, An00j]. Kuc06, Kuk98, Sur04, Ano01f, An001g, Ano02, Ano03a, Ano03d, Ano04a, Ano04c, Avi98, Bar01, BHP+01, CJ17, CDG97, DDJ99, Egy01, EXA+05, Eub05, GD12, GM02, HL02, Kzo99b, Liu08, Mam01, MB98, MM04, Nas04, NRG+99, Och09, Pet05, Pra03, Sh03, Sta04b, SHK+03, Sur04, Tro07, Vir05, WACBL03, YLL+07]. Java-Based [Ano01g, CJ17]. JavaScript [Ano00c]. Javier [Ano00k]. jedermann [Str94]. Jikes [AAB+05a]. Jim [Coc01a]. John [Ano00k]. Joins [Bar00c]. Jones [Ano00k]. Jorgenson [Ano00k]. journal [Ano01a]. Journeyman [DuB02]. Journyx [Ano98]. Judgement [Pow00]. July [ACM93b, Bun94, IEE92a, IEE92b, Jef08, Lev95b, Lev95a, Ass95]. Junction [Kro00]. June [ACM92, ACM93b, ACM94, Bun94, FMA02, HDR04, IEE90, IEE93, Kap92, LMS93, QRO2, USE90, USE98a, USE99, USE01b, USE02b, USE02c, ABR81]. JUnit [HL02, WACBL03, ZKO5]. Juristische [HK03]. Just [CMJ+04, YLL+07]. Just-in-Time [YLL+07]. Justifying [CGK+02].

K42 [AAB+05b]. Kanji [MYU89]. Kaspersky [Ano00h]. KBEmacs [Wat85, Wat87]. KDE [Ano98, SuS01, EJS+01, GWT+01, Thi99]. keep [Ude97]. KEK [AY93]. Kerberos [Coc01a]. Kernel [BBD+96b, Mar01, Max01, Ros02a, SuS01, Wel95, Wes00, AAB+05b].
Kernels [dlPRGB99, YSC+06]. Key [Bar00a, O’Rxx]. Keynote
[Tho90a, Tho90b]. Keys [Noj01]. KGI [Bud10, Bud10]. Kiasan [BCHR12].
Kickstarting [GNGS17]. Killer [DDJ99]. kind [A Vi98]. Kinder
[Bar00a, O’Rxx]. Kingdom [AT92]. Kit [Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano97c, Ano00j,
Ano01g, CKH91, Kro00, Rui02, SHK+03, Wei03, Ahm08b]. KIOPPX
[Ano01d]. know [CGHW12, Woe94a]. knowing [TG99]. Knowledge
[DFLS05, AD04, HMP+15, SSA08]. Kobe [FvdHJ10]. Code [NN16].
kommentiert [J+05]. kommerziellen [Sie99]. Kommunikation [Lin02a].
kompromisslos [Bra04]. Kong [Uni01]. Konkurrenz [HK03]. Konqueror
[Ano00c]. Konvertieren [Gun02]. Krause [Ano00d]. Kremlin [GJLT11]. kriminalpolitishe
[Rau04]. Kroll [Ano00k]. Kubuntu
[CK06c, CK06d, CK06f, CK06g, CK06h]. Kudos [DDJ98]. kurz
[Cam00]. KYZO [Ano00j].
Lab [Ano00h, Coh03]. Laboratory [Ano94a, PH82, CFW01, Jen01].
LaGrande [Ano03]. Lahey [Ano01a]. Lahey/Fujitsu [Ano01a]. LAMP
[LA03]. LAN [Ano02, RO01]. Land [Ber96]. Landeshauptstadt [SG05].
Language
[AKW88, Ano01g, NRG+99, Nor02, Tro96d, Wal03, BR95, Eat97, Eat00, Eat02,
Eat05, EBC08, Hon87, MR94, Nob08, SLC88, TH90a, Tho90b, Win95]. Languages
[Ano94c, CPJ+98, Kim01a, Cra90, Mud97, Val91]. Lanham
[Aji17]. LAPACK [ABB+92, ABB+95, ABB+99]. Laptop [Ano97c].
Laptops [Ano00k]. Large [Ano00c, KT04, PSR16, ACW04, BOL14,
BLG+17, Big13, KL07, SMS16, TITL06, VB0+10, WMK+17, vGPB10].
large-scale [BOL14, BLG+17, KL07, SMS16]. Larry [DDJ99]. last
[Cra89, Lea92, LMOS93, Sta92b]. Latency [CKB+05]. Later [WB02].
LaTeX [Str94]. LaTeX [YLL+07]. Launched [Bar00b]. Law
[CPJ+98, Doh01, Gi505, Hüpp01, Ros01a, Ros02b, WP04, MR05, MG05,
Oms03,.Our04a, MSSvK08, NG03]. laws [Kam11, Loe99]. LaZenby
[Ano00d]. LCP [Mag04]. LCP/LCA [Mag04]. leadership [Fie99]. Leading
[BCHR12, Kan12]. Leading-edge [BCHR12, Kan12]. Leads [Bar00a].
Learned [NK04]. Learning
[Ano00e, BPK05, CR91, CR92a, CRR96, CEL+05, FKM+11, Mac02, McC99a,
CC99b, McCo02a, McCo03, Cha11, CP04, FMT+08, Ano00a, Ano00b].
Learning-Based [BP05]. Left [EJ+03]. Legacy
[BHP+01, Joh94b, RVLS14]. Legal [CGB+05, Gil05, Jak03, Kenxx, McG01,
SCB04, St09, WP04, Feixx, O’S03, Sie99, Sie04, HK03, Man03, SG05, Spi03].
Legality [Pow00]. Legalize [CSP+03, Sta03c]. Legally [Sam06]. legislative
[Mo01]. Leif [SC88a, SLC88]. length [Che95]. LEO [CSD+05, CGB+05].
Lern [CK06g, CK06h]. Lern- [CK06g, CK06h]. Lernprogramme
[CK06e, CK06f]. Lernprogrammen [CK06e, CK06f]. L’essentiel [Rod00].
Lessons [Bar88, Ens04, Fit11, NK04, O’R99, RCP+12, AD04]. Let [DDJ98].
Letter [Ano99b, EKJ+03, The04]. Letters [BES+01, BHP+01, Bur04a,
Levels [Luc99]. 
Lexical [Nic93, Pax88].

Lexicon [Les01]. LF95 [Ano01a].

Licence [Eng10, GD12, Hup01, Maj03, Ros02c, SH11, Sta12, CF98, CF09, Gom99, KTF15, Guy00, Hup01, Sie99, Val04].

Licenses [Jak03, LRP11, MG05, Opexx, Rav00, O'S04].

Licensing [Hef97, Kenxx, Lee99, Mal02, MOM11, St.04, Sto09, VH04, Gil04, Mar05].

Life [EKJ+03, mH00, Str+02].

Lifecycle [Kro99b].

Lifecycles [BE06].

Lifetime [Coc01a]. Light [SAC+15, Mol01].

Lightweight [dLCBK15].

like [Dew07, Ude97].

Lilypond [Sha05].

limiting [RAW+16].

Line [Ano00k, Tan11a, Tan11b, Tra95, GM02, KN93].

Lineage [CRW+04].

Linear [Bar01, WR71, FBY+17].

lines [vGPB10].

Link [Ano98, Ano00h, DVC+07].

Link-time [DVC+07].

linking [GRJS01].

LinkScan [Ano00h].

LINPACK [DMBS79].

Linus [CPJ+98, Flo94, Li94].

LINUX [Bra04, GGK99, Str+94, Ano95a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano97c, Ano98, Ano00e, Ano00d, Ano00f, Ano00h, Ano00i, Ano00j, Ano00k, Ano01a, Ano01b, Ano01d, Ano01c, Lin02b, Ano06, Bud10, CK06a, CK06b, CK06d, DF00, G+00, G-00, Gra99, Gun04, G+06, Gra99, Gün02, Jor04, Kuk98, Lin02a, Mag04, SuS01, USE00a, USE01a, Str94, AJ05, Ano00c, Ano00f, Ano00g, Ano01g, An003d, AAB+05b, AS03, BGM99, BBHD+96b, BS05, BK02, Bud10, CM06, Cha11, CK06a, CK06b, DRP01, IIO1, Den99, EKJ+03, FT09, G+06, Gla99, Gün02, Hau01, Jae03, Jan01, JH00, Kop05, Kre00, Kro99b, Kro99c, Kro99d, Laz99, LW03, Lin02a, Lin00, Mac02, Mag00, Mag01a, Mag01b, Mag01c, MS02, Mag04, MSvK08, dM99, Max01, McC99b, McC02a, McC03, McC04, McC05, MGZ14].

Linux [Moo01b, Moo01a, NN16, Noj01, PR96, Ray99b, Ray99c, Ray99a, Ray01, RAH+01, Ron01a, Ron01b, RT05, Sai01, Sai02, San98, Sea02, Sea04, SK04, Sor06, Sor01, SGD00, TTB09, Tor99, Tro96b, TB05, Ude97, VD01, VMDB05, WY94, Wel95, W+95, Wn00, WG00, Ye05, Ygg93, Ygg94, YSC+06, Ano00b].

Linux-Anwenderhandbuch [Ano01c].

Linux-basierte [CM06, WG00].

Linux-basierte [CM06, WG00].
Linux-Betriebssystem [SuS01]. LINUX-Büropakete [GGK99].
Linux-compatible [AAB05b]. Linux-KGI-Treibers [Bud10].
Linux/FreeBSD [Ano00h]. Linux/GNU/X [Ygg94]. Linux/GNU
[Jan01]. Linux/GNU/X [Ygg93]. Linux/Unix [Sor01, Ano03d].
Linux4.TV [Hae02]. LinuxCAD [Kuk98]. Linuxzeitung [Lin02b]. Lions’
[Lio96]. Liquid [Ano96c]. LISA [USE94, USE98b]. Lisp
[Bir93, Lew98, LLG93, ACM92, Gre80, Cha97, Chaxx, Cha01c, Cha4, Gad88, Hen92, Iwa02, LLG94, LLS99, LLS00, NS01, Rap94, Sta78b, San78a, San78b]. Lisp-based [Iwa02]. List [TTB09, VWM98, Uni77].
listings [Win95]. Lite [Kan12]. literacy [YAS91]. literate [KC92]. Little
[Ano00j, Val91, Les03]. Littlefield [Aji17]. Live [FK90, Gre11, Pre16].
livelock [DDHS03]. Lives [CGB05]. Lizenz [Sie99]. Lizenz-
[Sie99]. LJ [EKJ+03, RAH+01]. LLC [Ano00j, Ano98]. LMAKE
[Lei93b]. Load
[Ano01g, EJS01, Kro99b]. Loadable [Wel95]. Loader
[BHP+01]. Locale [Noj01]. Locales [Noj01]. locality [Fär05]. Localization
[YYL+15]. logging [CJ17]. Logic [Vor92]. Logical
[CRW+04, LO89]. logiciel [CF98].
logiciels [Cor00, Sed02]. logistics [dA15]. Logs [CSY+04]. Log
[Far06]. Long-Distance
[Far06]. longer [Ant16]. Longhorn [Ano03d]. Look
[CSD+05, Fit04, Mog03a, Whe03, Gla03b, Gla04, Oma89, Sal88]. Loop
[Cha92, Dvo03, Ede04]. Loosa [RAH+01]. Lost
[CGB+05]. Lösungen
[Bra04]. Lotka [Bur04a, NGJ03]. LOTOS
[Lal91, Sch90b]. Lotus
[Ano01f]. Louis
[ACM97]. Loukides
[Ano97a]. Lout
[Ano10]. Low
[BOM97, Sny97]. low-cost [Sny97]. Low-Level
[BOM97]. Loyal
[Gla99, Gla00]. LPAR
[Var92]. Ltd
[Ano00h, Ano00j]. Ltd.
[Ano00i, Ano00j]. LTE
[ACB+16]. Lunch
[Mic04, Fie90b]. Lyon
[DMP+02].

M
[Ano00k, Fio03, Gay02]. MAC
[SJV+05, Sta06]. MAC-Based
[SJV+05]. Mach
[Ano93d, Kup93, Mor96]. Mach-Based
[Mor96]. MACHINE
[BY91, BSW95, FKM+11, BY92, CFW17, CK06a, CK06c, FMT+08, AAB+05a, CDG97, MB98, Shi03]. Macintosh
[Ano88a]. Macmillan
[Ano00j]. macro
[Sin10]. macro-level
[Sin10]. Macromedia
[Ano02]. Macs
[STS92]. MACSYMA
[Cla90, Mos12]. maddog
[EKJ+03]. Made
[Kre00]. Madison
[FMA02]. Madness
[CGB+05]. Magma
[Ste08]. Magnetic
[Bar00a, CFW17]. Mailing
[TTB09, VWM98]. Mailman
[VWM98]. mainframe
[YM93]. maintain
[Big13]. Maintainability
[YSC+06, SAA04]. Maintaining
[Luc99]. Maintenance
[MG94, Wei03, Car89]. Make
[Bar00a, CGK+02, DDJ99, EKJ+03, Mec05, Sha05, SM00a, SM00b, SM02, SM89a, SMO04, Le93b, TMM+13]. Make-Programmes
[Lei93b]. Makes
[Fri97]. Making
[OS02]. Manage
[DM15a, DM15b]. Management
[ATH11, Ano96c, Ano02, BAP00, Bro01, Cou13, FMA02, Kro99a, Kro00, MSW09, Sim00, Sta02c, ACW04, ABN05, AAA+12, AD04, BJWZ08, BCVE+05, BCI+09, CP04, Col05, CDSV07, Cus04, Dig82, HMP+15, Mon03, VD01]. Manager
[Ano00h, STS92, VWM98]. Managing
[BS98, CCSW10, GGH10, Har99, Mec05, Plo97, San01, WG05].
Manifesto [Sta85]. Manipulation [Fur90, HOST05, Le98, Abr81, GIM07].

ManPy [DPH16]. Manual

[AFS81, Ano96a, DS00, DS02, DF00, GAW87, GDT+02, GDT+05, The03, LO89, LO92, LSM+99, LSM+00, LSM+01, MC91, Sta80b, Sta89a, Sta92c, Sta97a, Sta97c, Sta97b, Com84, CCA84, Clo89, Clo91, Dig75b, Dat85, EBH08, EaoGOBHW14, GIM07, G+01, Gal09, Gil93, Gos84, Ham88, Har77, KK99, Lew88, LMOS93, LSMO96, Loo15, PS+09, SLC88, Sta80a, Sta81d, Sta81c, Sta81b, Sta81a, Sta86a, Sta86b, Sta86c, Sta87, Sta88b, Sta88c, Sta89a, Sta92a, Sta93a, Sta93b, Sta94, Sta95, Sta03b, SW15, TSM88, Uni85d, Uni85f].

Manuel [Rod00]. manufacturing [DPH16, VMKB05].

Many [GA04a].

Manycore [BMF+16]. map [MM04]. Maple [Ste08]. Mapped [STS92].

Mapping [YLL+07]. maps [GJMPAM+14]. March [EKR91, IEE94b, SC00].

Margins [Tay00]. Marjorie [Ano00e]. Mark [Ano99a, Ano00k, III01].

Markenrecht [Fal03]. Market [All02a, All02b, CWB+04, GB00, GAS+01, Rav00]. Marketplace [Pau04, Wal93].

Markup [Kim01a]. Marriott [USE01b]. MarTRE [RTH15].

Maryland [Fur90]. Mass [Rav00, NGCI+12]. Mass-Market [Rav00].

Mass-transfer [NGCI+12]. Massachusetts [IEE92a, IEE92b, USE01b].

MasterConsole [Kuk98]. Mastering [WM01, HL02]. Matching [LRP11, CLS95, Joh94a, OK94]. Material [BCB07, CBB06, HMP+15].


Max [Ano00j]. Maxed [CGK+02]. Maxspeed [Ano00i]. May [AK95, Bar00a, Dig82, DMP+02, HDR03, IEE95a, PM00]. McCarty [Ano00a, Ano00b].


Merits [Wat01]. Merlin [Ano00j]. Message [Kro99a, MT94].

Methoden [FG85]. Methodology
[Max15, McC99c, Aki16, BJWZ08, LC12]. Methods [Ano01a, BNST99, DKMT11, TDBEE11, BCPS10, GEI+11, NS05, PT91, You08]. Metrics
[MOMM11]. Metro [Ano98, Ano00b]. Metro-X [Ano00b]. Metrowerks
[Kro99b]. mezz [Zic01]. mfront [HMP+15]. Michael [Ano96d]. MICO
[Ang01, Pud04]. Micro [Vol96, Wes00]. Micro-C [Vol96]. Micro-Kernel
[We00]. Microkernel [Bud10]. Microkernel-Betriebssysteme [Bud10].
micronC [Ano93a]. microprocessor [BY92, BY91]. microprocessors
[But94, UZ97]. Microsoft [PKP02, PKP05, Ano02, Gal04, PKP05].
Microsystems [Ano00b]. Microtest [Ano00b]. Microway [Ano98].
MigraTEC [Ano01g]. Migration [Ano01g]. Mike [Ano97a, Ste99].
MILEPOST [FMT+08, FKM+11]. Mimic [EKJ+03]. Mind [AM03].
misconception [RAH+01]. misses [Sta09]. Mission [NK04]. Mission-Critical [NK04].
Mistakes [Bar00a, Gla08]. Misunderstood [DM97]. mix [QC18, Rui02].
MIZ [LN92]. MIZ-PR [LN92]. MLISP [Uni85c]. MMBase [BCvE+05].
Mnemonics [Cra90]. MO [ACM97]. Mobile [Ano01f, Ano01g, Cha11].
Mode [Che87a, Sha04, Che86, Che87b, Chi93, MC91, SDL+16, Vie97].
Model [Ano01g, CCG+02, CPJ+98, HR11, NR03, Ste00a, UMV15, BCP+16, DDHS03, KN93, LQ17, LQR17, SM08, ZE03, ZCG17]. Model-Based
[CPJ+98]. Modeling [DDJ99, Owe01, YLXZ16, LA10, NGCI+12].
Modellbahnsteuerungssoftware [Ano01c]. Modeller [Jön5c]. Modelling
[TTB09, HMP+15]. Models [HR11, Jön5c, LRP11, RGCS14, DPH16].
Modern [DKMT11, Far92, Fin91]. Modes [CWB+04]. Modification
[Ano94a]. Modul [Per02]. Modula [Ano91, BB91]. Modula-2
[Ano91, BB91]. Modular [CFW17, PG02, UNF+08]. Modularity [NR03].
module [Hub04b]. Modules [We95]. Modulo [Hag04]. MoJo [Ano00i].
molecular [APK14, GJMPAM+14, SMRM+17, SC16, VBG+10].
Monatsblatt [Lin02b]. mondo [Cor05]. Mondrian [SRGCPB+09]. Money
[CKB+05, Kam14]. Monitoring [McC02b, Kis90]. Mono [Lov06].
MontaVista [DuB02]. Monte [SRMR+17]. Monterey
[USE99, USE02b, USE02c]. monthly [Lin02b]. Montreal [Lev95a, Lev95b].
Moodle [Col05, CP04]. MooseFS [LQ17]. most [CK06b, Fie90a, WM01].
Moohalled [Bar00c]. Mother [Ano00i]. Motif [Ano98]. motion [Hol05].
Motivation [Rie07]. Motorola [He95, Ho95]. Mouse [Mor92]. Move
[Pau04, Ano93a]. Movement [GF99, MdL09]. Movies [EKJ+03]. Moving
[Par91, ACM93a]. Mozilla [EKJ+03, MFH02]. MP [GRS+04]. mp3
[Zic01, EMD03]. MPEG [Chi01, Kro00]. MPEG-2 [Kro00]. MPFR
[FHL+07, LZ16, Zim10]. MPI [AVA+16]. MPI-based [AVA+16]. MS
[Ano93a, HWZxx, HWZ01, HSC89, Ohl92]. MS-DOS
[Ano93a, HWZxx, HWZ01, HSC89, Ohl92]. MS-Windows
[HWZxx, HWZ01]. MSP [YM93]. MST [EKJ+03]. MUDABlue [KGMI06].
Mudflap [Eig03]. Mule [HNT93]. Multi
[AML+10, ACB+16, LQR17, WB07, YLXZ16]. multi-agent [LQR17].
Multi-Core [AML+10]. multi-operator [ACB+16]. multi-release
[YLXZ16]. multi-server [WB07]. Multicode [Mud97, Mud97].
multicomputers [MT94]. Multiconference [Ten93]. multicore
[GJLT11, Nob08]. Multics [Gre80]. Multideterminantal [PHT17].
multi-release [YLXZ16]. multi-server [WB07]. Multicode [Mud97, Mud97].
multicomputers [MT94]. Multiconference [Ten93]. multicore
[GJLT11, Nob08]. Multics [Gre80]. Multideterminantal [PHT17].
Note [Mam01]. Notebook [Dun05]. Notes [AFS81, AFS82].
Nothing [SSC+00]. Nottingham [SM89b]. novel [KDM17]. November [ACM89, ACM90, IEE92c, USE01a, ACM97]. novice [Pec08]. Noweb [Ano10]. NSA [McC05]. NSF [Cha98]. Nuclear [BPG94]. Number [Fär05]. Numbers [Sta04a, Whe03, MRS07]. Numerical [AFS81, AFS82].

Oakland [USE01a]. OASIS [BBNP93]. Oberammergau [BPG94]. Oberfläche [Ste00a]. Object [Edd96, LOW91, LO92, Mir07, Ste00a, ZC95, CKH91, Hin87, MR94, Kro99b]. Object-Oriented [Edd96, Mir07, ZC95, CKH91, MR94]. objective [Oma89, Sal88]. ObjectTeam [Ano98]. objektorientiert [Ste00a]. OBOSS [CCG+02].

Octave [Eat00, FRAK15]. October [ACM89, ACM93a, Bao93, Bon93, CS96, EHP94, PT91, USE88, USE00a]. ODB [Ano96b, Ano00h]. ODBC-ODBC [Ano00h].

Offended [RAH+01]. Offene [HK03]. Offers [Ano01g, Ano04b, Avi98]. Office [GGK99]. official [PS+09, War04]. Offline [Ano96c]. Ogg [RAH+01].

OGSA [BE06]. Oh [Sta06]. Ohio [Bon93]. OK [CSD+05]. OLAP [SRGCPB+09]. Old [SS06, Rob11]. Omniverse [Ano01g]. Online [Ano00k, GM02, KN93]. on-the-fly [BGM99].

On-Line [Ano00k, Bes04, Bou05]. online [ACM93a, PDG+87, Pal87]. Ontario [ACM93a, HDR03, HDR04, Ass95]. OO [CGB+05]. OPAL [Mei92]. Open [Abe07, AtHR11, Adl00, ABC+14, Ali05, Ali02a, Ali02b, AM03, AM04, Ang01, AHb+09, Ano96c, Ano97c, Ano00e, Ano00f, Ano00g, Ano00j, Ano00k, Ano01e, Ano01f, Ano01g, Lin02b, Ano02, Ano03a, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano04b, Ant16, AML+10, AS03, AD04, AWM+07, ACHC11, BHMB03, BMF+16, BJWZ08, Bar00c, Bar01, Baz01, BCP+16, BCB07, BVY08, BAP00, BNSW15, BNST99, Bol02, BGG+00, Bor09, BSA14, Bou05, BKP05, Bro01, BB02, BK02, CC04, CF07b, CO12, Cha01a, Cha11, Chae01, CP04, CSY+04, Chi01, CCSIW10, CC03, CBB06, CPJ+98, Cocc01b, Cocc03, CPJ+04, CSEP14, Cow03, CWB+04, CMJ+04, CRW+04, CKB+05, CGB+05, CDR+15, CH06, Cur99, CdsV07, Dal02, DBB10, DJM05, III01, DOS99, DKMT11, Dohe01, DM15a, DBL16, DGC+07, DMP+02, Ebe07, Ebe08, Ebe09, Ew01]. Open [Egy01, EE01, EJS+01, EGK+02, Eng10, Ens04, Eri09, Eri00, Eri01, Fal03, Far06, FSF+01, FFHL07, Fer03, Fit04, Fit11, For07, Fox08, FT09, Fug03, GP12, Gag02, Gal10, Gan17, Gar09, GLA+06, GD12, Gil06, Glab99, Glab00, GAS+01, Got05, Got07, Gra01, Gri16, Gro01, GEM07, GPT16, GNGS17, Gut00, HK03, Ha02, Har01, Har99, HOL+07, Hau01, Hay05, HLS+13, HeC99, HRC11, Hoh01, Hub04a, Jen01, Joh99, Jzo00, Jon01, Jon02, JS07, Joy08,
Joy09b, JČMG11, Kar03, Kenxx, Kim01b, Knu99a, Knu99b, KHA⁺03, Kre03, KJRD16, Kro99a, Kuc06, KG01, Law02, Law09, LW03, Lei04, Lew99a, Lew99b, Lin08, LRP11, Lin02a, Luc99, MSSvK08, Mam01, Man03, Mar11, Mar01, Mar05, MH07, Maz15, McC99c, MSW09, MFS15, MMD12, Mog01c, MOMM11, Nas04, NG03, NO03. Open
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